1* An exact sequence* Let G be a group with the presentation <»i, M ,fl»; n, n, •>> i e , G = FIN, where i^7 is the free group on {<ii, , «»} an d ^i s the normal subgroup generated by ^ = {r 19 r 2 , }. We denote by φ the homomorphism of group rings Z[F] -> Z [G] which extends the natutral map F-+F/N, and by A< the element φa t of G.
Let p be a representation of G in Aut(F), where 7 is a finitedimensional vector space over a field K. We shall be concerned with the first cohomology group H\G, V), which is also a vector space over K in an obvious way. One knows that an arbitrary map /: {A l9 • , A n } -> V extends to a 1-cocycle of G in V if and only if the 1-cocycle of F determined by ai\r-*f(Ai) vanishes on the relators. More precisely, the following sequence is exact: (*) 0 >Z\G, ^ΛF Λ^ΦF.Φ . Here, Z ι (G, V) is the space of 1-cocycles, V n is the direct sum of n copies of V,Vi=V for each i, E is the map /H> (/(Λ), £) is the map (Σ (drjdaj)u jy Σ (drJda^Uj, ) , and in the last term of the sequence there is one copy of F for each where D' is given by 2* Conditions for G to be a free product* The following lemma will be needed for the applications in the next section. In what follows, [x,y, •] denotes the subgroup of G generated by {x, y, •}, \x\ is the order of x, A = φa and G Y *G 2 is the free product of G x and G 2 . Otherwise the notation is that of §1.
, a n ; &). Then (a) T&e following statements are equivalent. (1) and (2) are trivially true, so we may assume that A Φ 1 from now on. (1) => (2): Suppose φ(dr/da(l -a)) = 0 for all re^. We may assume that no proper part of any member of & is in N, and if
We claim that all members of ^ are free of a and α"
1 . This will complete the proof. Suppose some r e t^1 involves a or a~ι. We may assume that r has the form r = aw x a ±ι w % a ±ι w r , where w 1 is not the empty word. Applying condition (1) to r and multiplying the resulting equation on the left by ^(α~x)> we obtain
where the parenthetical α" 1 in the left hand member occurs precisely when the term has a minus sign and the parenthetical a on the right goes with the plus sign. But all terms except the first term on each side are images of proper parts of r, hence Φl, and φ{a~ι) Φ 1 by hypothesis, so the last equation is impossible in Z [G] . This contradiction completes the proof of (a).
As
and \A | = oo, then G has a presentation in which no relator involves α, so dr/da = 0 for all r in
COROLLARY. Le£ G = <α x , , a n ; &}. Suppose that
A n ] and (b) I Ail < oo, j = 1, ..., 3* The main theorem* We recall that a group (r is residually finite if given 1 Φ geG, there exists a finite quotient of G in which the image of g is ^1. By a theorem of Mal'cev [5] , all finitely generated linear groups over a field are residually finite.
We note for future reference some easily deduced properties of residually finite groups. (R is any ring with unity. 
If TΓ is the permutation of {1, * ,ώ} such that g'gί = gZ t and flf' has order k, then π is the product of d/k disjoint cycles: π = (*i> * * > ik)(ik+u * 9 hk) It follows easily that the fixed point space of g is the d/fc-dimensional subspace of V generated by the elements k 2k
The main results are consequences of the following theorem. The notation is that of § 2. REMARK. It will be clear from the proof that if a finite number of presentations of G are given, G f can be chosen so that (a) through (c) are simultaneously true for all the given presentations.
Proof. By RF2, choose G r so that the image of A t in G' has order | A { |, i = 1, •• , m. In the notation of (**), §1,
by the remarks preceding the theorem. Hence, by (**)
Now the map of V onto the space B ι (G, V) of coboundaries given by VH/", where
Combining this with (1) yields the first inequality in (a). The second inequality is clear.
To prove (b), note first that if | A { | < kι for some i 9 then the second inequality in (a) is strict. Therefore it with suffice to show that if G Φ [-4 .J* *[AJ or if some A s with j > m has finite order, then G' can be chosen so that (in addition to the preservation of orders \Ai\, i = 1, « ,m) we have Ώ f Φ 0. For then, (1) implies that the first inequality in (a) is strict.
Consider the following elements of K[G\:
One of these must be nonzero since otherwise, by the Corollary of Given the hypothesis of (c), we have rank D' ^ qd. The conclusion then follows from (1) Note that Corollary 1 implies for residually finite groups the wellknown result [4, Cor. 5.14.2] that if a group G with n generators and q defining relations can be generated by n -q elements, then G is free of rank n -q. COROLLARY 
2.
Let G = (a l9 ., a n ; αfs , α*«, r w+1 , , r m+q ) . From geometric considerations (e.g. [7, p. 28, Satz 8] ) one knows that the group is infinite if Σ Vh ^ m -2. In 1902, Miller [6] gave an algebraic proof of this fact for the case m = 3, but the argument involves consideration of many cases.
In [3] Fox shows that if k l9 k 2 , k 3 are integers >1, then there exist permutations A and B of orders k γ and k 2 , resp., such that AB has order k z . It follows easily from this that ft< = | A t | in the above group (assuming m > 2). Hence Corollary 2, together with this result, yields an algebraic proof that G is infinite when Σ V^% m -2.
